Since 2007, the Embryo Project has been recording and contextualizing the science of embryos, development, and reproduction. Join our researchers and study the historical and social contexts of developmental and reproductive biology.

**WRITING SEMINAR**

Research, write, revise, and peer-critique articles about reproductive medicine, developmental biology, and embryology for inclusive and public audiences.

HON 497/ BIO 498/ HPS 498

**EDITING SEMINAR**

Learn basic scientific communication theory, how to fact check, copy edit, and identify and fix content and syntax problems in texts.

Learn to use a suite of editing programs and websites. Learn to code text into xhtml format.

BIO 591/ HPS 591

**ILLUSTRATION COURSE**

Learn to conduct client-meetings. Construct professional documents such as templates for project estimates, proposals, and protocol.

Create graphics to be peer-reviewed for publication in The Embryo Project Encyclopedia.

BIO 494/ HPS 494/ BIO 591/ HPS 591

Apply at: https://cbs.asu.edu/resources